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Preamble Amafa visited and surveyed archaeological and specifically rock art sites on the farm Pride Rock Safaris mainly for compliance

purposes: the owner wanted to develop one rock art site as part of a mountain bike tourism node by adding a barbeque stand and lifted wooden
boardwalk at Rock Art Site No. 2 discussed in this plan. The Senior Rock Art Officer did a base-line survey as well as a condition assessment to
act as basis for this management plan. Two presentations were also given to the owner to inform him that the intervention at the rock art site was
not suitable and would damage the art and compromise both the art and the shelter’s value. After the discussion the owner decided that no
development will take place.

Ms. Rossouw also documented and photographed other archaeological and historical sites to add them to Amafa’s data-base of “no-go” areas
and to ensure that all heritage resources on the farm were recorded as part of Amafa’s site documentation programme.
Since the site is not open for tourism purposes it will not be necessary to train any rock art guides or custodians at the site and it would not be
necessary to revise the management plan on an annual basis. This visit and plan was mainly part of the compliance process and to ensure that
development does not compromise a rock art site.

Legislative and Policy
Framework

Core issues addressed

Appendix

KZN HERITAGE ACT
(ACT NO 4 of 2008)

Empowers Amafa to prohibit
or limit any activity within
50m of a rock art site and
establishes Amafa as the
custodian of that heritage
resource.
Delegates authority to a
provincial heritage authority to
manage heritage resources
including rock art in terms of
listed criteria.
Provides internationally
accepted best-practice model
for management of heritage
resources
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NATIONAL HERITAGE
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Pride Rock Safari’s – Rock Art and Archaeological Survey
1i Survey and description of Rock Art Painting Site No. 1
1ii Statement of Significance of Rock Art Painting Site No. 2
1iii Grading of Rock Art Site Painting No. 2
1iv Assess risk linked to Rock Art Painting Site No. 2
1v Prescribe strategies to achieve long term conservation of the site, addressing in particular:
Access management
Conservation management
2) Late Iron Age Goat Enclosure in close proximity to Rock Art Painting Site No. 1 – base line documentation
3) Informal Grave in close proximity to Rock Art Painting Site No. 1 – base line documentation
4a) Base line documentation of a Second Late Iron Age enclosure in close proximity to Rock Painting Site No. 2
4b) Base line documentation of three dry sandstone constructed vernacular huts close to Rock Painting Site No. 2
4c) Base line documentation of three defensive sleeping enclosures close to Rock Painting Site No. 2
5i Survey and description of Rock Art Painting Site No. 2
5ii Statement of Significance of Rock Art Painting Site No. 2
5iii Grading of Rock Art Painting Site No. 2
5iv Assess risk linked to Rock Art Painting Site No. 2
5v Prescribe strategies to achieve long term conservation of the site, addressing in particular:
Access management
Conservation management
6 Research possibilities
7 Summary of actions for the financial year

Figure No. 1: All the surveyed areas at Pride Rock Safari Farm, for a better view refer to detailed descriptions of Area No. 1 and No. 2 that follows.

Figure No. 2: Collection of first survey site at Pride Rock Safaris Farm

Rock Art Painting Site No. 1 (Late Red Daubing linked to Bantu-speakers and San
Rock Paintings)

Figure No. 3: Landscape photo of Rock Art Painting Shelter No. 1 at Pride Rock Safari’s.

1i) Site Description
The site suffered from arson fire and a large section of the farm suffered. The shelter is 6,7m
long, 2-5m deep and 2,2m high. The floor is covered mostly by sand and some rubble and
stones. It is evident that the site was used as a kraal previously as manure was present. The
front section of the shelter is enclosed by a large rock creating a buffer against climate
fluctuations.
Undecorated potsherds are present on the hut floor as well as some Late Stone Age artefacts,
based on a large scatter zone of artefacts on the shelter floor it is clear that there will be an
archaeological deposit at the site. Choosing the shelter as a home is evident as the shelter is
well enclosed by the rock slab in front of it, the shelter is located on a ridge that functions as
a good look-out point for defensive reasons and the site is close to a river and waterfall that
would attract game.
The shelter contains mainly monochrome red and orange eland that is a product of the San
culture, some orange finger dots are also present, which is known as the Late Red Daubing
Tradition of rock art that was executed by the ancestors of the Bantu-speaking people of
present day KwaZulu-Natal.

Figure No. 4: Two faded eland, the first is painted with an orange outline and the inside highlighted by more
reddish paint.

Figure No. 5: The shelter floor is mainly covered by sand and random rubble.

Figure No.6: The fact that the shelter is enclosed by a large rock slab would make this an ideal defensive shelter
during times of conflict.

Figure No. 7: The shelter is littered with a high concentration of undecorated pottery as well as some Late
Stone Age tools; this shelter will definitely include an archaeological deposit. For this reason the research
value of the shelter is high.

Locality and Contacts
Site location:

Pride Rock Safari’s is located in northern
KwaZulu-Natal, between Vryheid and

Owner
e-mail

Louwsburg
Mr. Wilhelm Lotter
wilhelm.lotter05@gmail.com

Baseline Documentation
Site name
Official Site name
National Site number
District and 1:50 000 map sheet no:
GPS Latitude and Longitude
Elevation
Accuracy
Direction to the site
Community land, State land or
Private Property
Contact details
Recorder’s name
Recorder’s address

Date of visit
Archaeological deposit
Type of shelter
Cave mouth faces
Approximate size of the rock shelter
floor?
Approximate area of wall covered
with paintings
Natural damage to paintings

Have the paintings or rock shelter
been damaged by graffiti?
Approximate number of paintings:
11
Number of human figures: None
Number of animals: 5

Pride Rock Safari’s Painting Site No. 1
Pride Rock Safari’s Painting Site No. 1
New – does not have a national site number
2731 CA Coronation
S27°44’45.7” E31°04’52.3”
3594ft
14ft
Private Property – Game Farm known as
Pride Rock Safari’s. On the farm Vaalbank
450
Mr. Wilhelm Lotter
Cellular number: 083 656 7743
Ms. Celeste Rossouw, Senior Rock Art
Officer
195 Langalibalele/Longmarket Street,
Pietermaritzburg, 3201.
P.O. Box 2685, Pietermaritzburg, 32001.
14 August 2017
Present
Rock Shelter
South
The shelter is approximately 6, 7m long.
30cm
Dust accretion leads to a light red crust that
formed over the art which will exponentially
worsen the chemical deterioration of the art as
a result of corrosion. Most of the art is faded.
The roof of the shelter contains many
swallows’ nests; luckily they were not built
over any rock art.
No
Red: 9 Black:
White:
Yellow:
Orange: 1 Brown
Bichrome: 1 Polychrome:
Male:
Female: Indeterminate:
Kaross-clad shaman:
Indeterminate antelope: 1 Elephant:
Eland: 3 Feline: Impala: Buffalo: Cattle:

Number of handprints: None: Not
applicable
Number of non-representative
patterns: 6

Describe unusual images:

Rhebuck:
Hartebeest: Baboon:
Mountain Reedbuck:
Wildebeest:
Wild pig: Cattle:
Horses: 1 Oribi:
Giraffe: Grey Duiker:
Snake: Blesbok: Giraffe: Secretary bird:
Plain:
Patterned:
Dots: 6 Lines:
Grids:
Smears/Smudges:
Zigzags:
Finger paint:
Rain animal:
Flying buck:

U-Shapes and Y-Shapes (may
U-Shapes:
represent aprons and loincloths) Not Y-Shapes:
Applicable
Iron Age Settlement Pattern Designs
Geometric:
Not Applicable
Representational:
Is the cave floor rocky or sandy or ashy?
Sandy and ashy, with many rocks slabs
and boulders covering the shelter’s floor.
Location of the site (on top of mountain,
On top of a ridge, looking down on a
in stream bed, half way up a mountain?)
valley with a river.
Records made (Photo/slides/drawings)
Digital photos and documentation
1ii)

Statement of Significance

Figure No. 8: Outline of a body of a faded orange eland.

Scientific/Research values
The eland was the San’s most highly referred animal and the San believed that it was the
favourite animal of their god called /Cagn. The Bushmen believed that the presence of the
eland a sign of their god’s protection over society.

Although the eland was also hunted and formed part of their diet, the religious value of this
totem animal is much more important than the eland’s practical/economical value, for
instance eland blood and/or fat was used in most of the San’s initiation rituals: a boy’s
transition into manhood was marked by the successful hunt of his first eland. The boy would
be cut and eland blood and fat would be rubbed into these ceremonial scarification wounds,
which functioned to ensure a successful hunt.
Secondly, eland blood and fat was also used as medium after ochre was grounded between an
upper and lower grinder to create a red/orange dust to mix with the latter to create a liquid
with which the San could paint. The Bushmen believed that this added extra spiritual
“power” to the painting because most of the art were executed by Bushman shamans after
they awakened for their trip to the spiritual world during trance or altered states of
consciousness where they went to consult with their ancestors, special animals and their god.
The fact that eland blood and fat were added to create a liquid of the pigment, added more
spiritual potency to the art, as the eland was their god’s most favourite animal. Up to today,
San descendants still visit such sites as pilgrimage destinations where to carry out rainmaking or healing rituals. The descendants provide offerings to the shelters because they
believe they can access San spirits through the rock paintings and that these spirits will assist
them in their duty as priests of the society. They also believe that delivering offerings to the
site will ensure that the descendants of the San and other cultures such as the Bantu-speakers
will guarantee peace in contemporary times.
The site also contains red finger prints or dots and this is a product of the ancestors of the
Zulus and Sotho-speakers. Mr. Frans Prins explained that Sotho and Zulu healers uses
Bushmen rock art sites because it is spiritually potent and strong and can help them to access
the spirit world and to make contact with the ancestors; however such sites are also
dangerous and “hot”. For this reason they will add red or orange dots and lines with their
fingers to the parent rock to endeavour to neutralize the dangerous/”hot” aspects of the art.
The scientific or research value of the paintings are low since both the eland as well as Late
Red Daubing or finger painting done by the ancestors of the Bantu-speakers are wellresearched. However the fact that there are plenty of Late Iron Age artefacts as well as Late
Stone Age artefacts present on the shelter’s floor and that there is no evidence of previous
archaeological excavations at the site, makes the archaeological research potential high.
Based on a holistic view, integrating both the values of the rock art and the archaeological
excavation potential, the site will have a medium scientific or research value.
Social values
The presence of Late Red Daubing as well as the high amount of artefacts present on the
shelter’s floor make the site of high historical and social value. The site might have been
lived in up to very recent times. Late Iron Age kraals are in close proximity to this shelter as
well as one informal grave. It is however, not known whether San descendants of Zulu
healers still visit the site, since access is controlled and the farm is also a game farm.
The owner planned to open the site for tourism purposes and to allow mountain bike riders to
visit the site, this can still be done. Nevertheless, the visitors may under no circumstances
overnight or make a fire inside shelters containing rock art. Ms. Rossouw consulted with the
owner and showed him two presentations focusing on the “Long Term Conservation of Rock
Art” such as monitoring and natural and human impacts that affect rock art and how to limit

or to try and prevent further damages or deterioration without apply direct intervention
strategies. The local tourism value for this reason can be high. It is easy accessible, close to
water and easy to find. There is a trial close to the site that can be used by mountain bikers
that will be able to enjoy the art as part of their excursion. At present however, the owner said
that he will not open any rock art site for low impact tourism purposes.
Aesthetic value
The aesthetic value of Rock Painting Shelter No. 1 on Pride Rock Safari property is very low.
The site is not graced with shaded polychrome art but only mono- and bichrome images
exists; no finely executed detail is present in the art the images or animals present were not
executed in sophisticated, naturalist postures, such as bending, lying down or looking into the
parent rock or facing the out of the cave. The images are stylized.
1iii) Grading
SUMMARY OF THE STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
VALUE
Aesthetic
Social
Historical
Scientific
Architectural
Linguistic

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW
X

NONE

X
X
X
X
X

Grading Recommendation
The site should be graded as heritage site of grade III a or municipal/local value. The
scientific value is medium since the rock art research value is low but the archaeological
excavation potential is high.
1iv) Risk Assessment
The only risks is possible illegal access since the site was previously used as a kraal and the
goats stirred dust that created a layer over the paintings, deposited mud over the parent rock
and the art and abraded some of the art since they tend to rub themselves against the rock
wall.
1v) Conservation Management
Access Management
At present access management is not a problem since the farm is a game farm and all
bookings go through a central booking system. A trial is present in close proximity to the site
but the owner stated that he did is not planning to open the rock art sites as public
destinations any more.
Long term conservation of the site

Arson fire damaged grazing surrounding the site; however, fires will not affect the site as a
large rock slab covers the front of the shelter and protects the rock art.
Dust is a problem and the fact the shelter was utilized by goats as a kraal.
The fact that sandstone is very porous and absorbs water easily allows for the parent rock to
act like a sponge drawing water from the ground which seeps from the parent rock and is
present as “white-wash” areas because of silica, salt and lime accretion. Other sections of the
parent rock will be black because of the deposition of manganese oxide as part of the “waterwash” areas. Mineral accretions hasten chemical deterioration, the fading of pigments as well
as exfoliation.

Figure No. 9: Lime, silica and salt accretion as well as black manganese oxide depositions are present on the
parent rock, covering some of the rock art.

Swallows nests are present, especially on the roof of the shelter. Luckily they are not
covering any art. Under no circumstances may the owner or any person, without a permit
issued by Amafa/Heritage KwaZulu-Natal try to remove these swallows nests for the parent
rock (or anything else) as this constitutes direct intervention and only rock art conservators
can carry out such procedures.

2) First Late Iron Age Kraal about 250m below the Rock Painting Shelter No. 1

Figure No. 10: A Late Rock Art kraal in close proximity to Rock Painting Shelter No. 1.

Elevation:
3595ft
Accuracy:
13ft
Longitude and Latitude:

S27°44’44.1” E31°04’51.0”

The kraal is very small and possible functioned as a goat kraal. Cattle kraals are much larger.
Even though the Late Iron Age covers a time frame from 1300AD to the 1800AD, this site
could have been utilized into historical times. In times of conflict the people using the site
could have chosen to hide away in the rock shelter with the huge rock slab in front as this
formed a protective shelter. The fact that many undecorated pot shreds were found strewn on
the ground makes this possibility even more credible.

3) Grave close to Late Iron Age Kraal No. 1

Figure No. 11: An informal kraal about 9m from the Late Iron Age kraal.

Elevation:
3592ft
Accuracy:
14ft
Longitude and latitude:

S27°44’44.2” E31°04’50.2”

Informal graves are protected under Section No. 35 of the KwaZulu-Natal Heritage Act No. 4
of 2008 that stipulates that any grave not located in a municipal formal cemetery may be
damaged, altered or exhumed without a permit issued by the provincial heritage resources
agency, Amafa/Heritage KZN. Amafa’s council will only issue a permit for excavation and
re-interment after interested and affected parties have been consulted with (public
participation with descendants).

4) Second Late Iron Age Kraal (in close proximity to three vernacular architectural hut
structures)

Figure No. 12 Collection of vernacular huts and one red Late Iron Age goat kraal and two sleeping enclosures.

4a) One Late Iron Age enclosure in close proximity to Rock Art Painting Site No. 2

Figure No. 13: Second Late Iron Age Kraal most probably used as a goat kraal.

Elevation:
3715ft
Accuracy:
16ft
Longitude and Latitude:

S27°44’55.5” E31°04’42.4”

4b) Three sandstone rondavels built constructed with mud and random rubble unplastered
are in close proximity of the Second Late Iron Age Kraal structure

Figure No. 14: One of the first vernacular sandstone hut structures, approximately 5m from the Second Late
Iron Age Kraal structure.

Figure No. 15: The rondavel was constructed with mud and random rubble.

The small hut has consists of a 3m diameter. The owner of the farm informed me that this
could have been farm labour cottages. The fact that these huts are in close proximity of the
Late Iron Age kraal could imply that the farm labourers chose to build their cottages at areas
where a kraal was already built as this saved them time. On other farms in the area, more
historic, vernacular architecture are also present located close by kraals that dates from the
Late Iron Age.
Elevation:
3706ft
Accuracy:
14ft
Longitude and Latitude:

S27°44’55.7” E31°04’42.3”

Figure No. 16: Another small vernacular hut construction close to the Second Late Iron Age goat kraal.

Elevation:
3713ft
Accuracy:
14ft
Longitude and latitude:

S27°44’55.8” E31°04’42.4”

The third historical hut is not well preserved and much of the stone work has been removed.

Figure No. 17: Most of the stones were removed and what is left is visible at ground level.

Elevation:
3687ft
Accuracy:
14ft
Longitude and latitude:

S27°45’01.7” E31°04’29.1”

4c) Two defensive hide-away enclosures next to rocky ledge, about 1m high
Three half-circle enclosures built with random rubble may have been used as defensive hideaway or outlook posts during times of conflict. The rocky ledges are too small to function as
shelters where people could live. The enclosures were built close to each other neighbouring
the same rocky ledge in front of a steep valley that goes down to a river.

Figure No. 18: Shows one of the three watch-point enclosures.

Defensive sleeping enclosure that might be not be that old. It may date from historical times.
Elevation:
3696ft
Accuracy:
13ft
Longitude and Latitude:
S27°44’54.4” E31°04’41.3”
Length:
Approximately 4m long and 1m wide, located close to a natural rocky ledge.

Figure No. 19: Another small defensive enclose close to the rocky ledge.

The next sleeping enclosure is only 4m from the previous one and may also date from very
recent times.

Elevation:
3701ft
Accuracy:
13ft
Longitude and Latitude:
S27°44’54.1” E31°04’41.8”
Size:
Enclosure measures approximately 4mx1m
5) Second Rock Art Painting site at Pride Rock Safari’s

Figure No. 20 Location of Rock Art Painting Site Number Two.

Figure No. 21: Landscape photo for Rock Art Painting Site No. 2.

Site Description
The second rock art painting site consists of mainly white added graffiti as well as very few
and faded San rock paintings of eland and indeterminate animals.

Figure No. 22: San Rock Art Painting Site No. 2 contains a lot of graffiti added in white paint.

This could easily be mistaken for Late White Daubing or white finger paint executed by
Bantu-speakers. However, Late White Daubing were mainly done by Sepedi (Northern
Sotho) cultures in the north of Limpopo Province, for instance at Makgabeng Mountainbs.
When the ancestors of the Zulu people practiced finger painting this was mainly done in red
and specifically in the form of red dots and lines that acted to neutralize the hotness or
“danger component” of the site. Here we find blocks, stars as well as images resembling a
train-track added with fingers in white paint. The fact that initials, like A also forms a part of
the graffiti and the fact that art such as this does not form part of Zulu contact history in this
area, confirms that this is indeed graffiti.
The Sepedi art at Makgabeng also included train tracks, but these paintings included trains on
the tracks as well as colonists on horses and men with gun shooting and fighting. This
depiction can also be verified historically since it depicts the war between President Paul
Kruger and the colonists who tried to move the Northern Sothos out of the area for
agricultural purposes.

Figure No. 23: Closer view of the added white finger painted graffiti.

Figure No. 24: Initials formed part of the graffiti like this “A”.

Figure No. 25: Image of a feline. One of the few faded paintings at Rock Art Painting Site No. 2

Figure No. 26: An indiscernible figure painted in red.

Figure No. 27: A red, monochrome eland, only the back with the hump is visible.

Base-line Documentation
Site name
Official Site name
National Site number
District and 1:50 000 map sheet no:
GPS Latitude and Longitude
Elevation
Accuracy
Direction to the site
Community land, State land or
Private Property
Contact details
Recorder’s name
Recorder’s address

Date of visit
Archaeological deposit
Type of shelter
Cave mouth faces
Approximate size of the rock shelter
floor?
Approximate area of wall covered
with paintings
Natural damage to paintings

Have the paintings or rock shelter
been damaged by graffiti?
Approximate number of paintings: 3

Number of human figures:
Number of animals: 2

Number of handprints: None: Not
applicable
Number of non-representative

Pride Rock Safaris Painting Site No. 2
Pride Rock Safari Painting Site No. 2
New – does not have a national site number
2731 CA Coronation
S27°45’01.7” E31°04’29.1”
3687ft
14ft
Private Property – Game Farm known as
Pride Rock Safari’s. On the farm Vaalbank
450
Cellular number: 083 656 7743
Ms. Celeste Rossouw, Senior Rock Art
Officer
195 Langalibalele/Longmarket Street,
Pietermaritzburg, 3201.
P.O. Box 2685, Pietermaritzburg, 32001.
14 August 2017
Present
Rock Shelter
South
12m
20cm
Dust, the presence of water-wash areas and
swallows’ nests impacts on the art and its
setting.
3m of white added paint
Red: 3
Black:
White:
Yellow:
Orange: Brown
Bichrome:
Polychrome:
Male:
Female: Indeterminate:
Kaross-clad shaman:
Indeterminate antelope: Elephant:
Eland: 1 Feline: 1 Impala: Buffalo:
Cattle:
Rhebuck:
Hartebeest: Baboon:
Mountain Reedbuck:
Wildebeest:
Wild pig: Cattle:
Horses: Oribi:
Giraffe: Grey Duiker:
Snake: Blesbok: Giraffe: Secretary bird:
Plain:
Patterned:
Dots:

Lines:

Grids:

patterns: 1

Describe unusual images:

Smears/Smudges: 1
Zigzags:
Finger paint:
Rain animal:
Flying buck:

U-Shapes and Y-Shapes (may
U-Shapes:
represent aprons and loincloths) Not
Y-Shapes:
Applicable
Iron Age Settlement Pattern Designs
Geometric:
Not Applicable
Representational:
Is the cave floor rocky or sandy or ashy?
The floor consists of a flat rock bed.
Location of the site (on top of mountain,
In a valley
in stream bed, half way up a mountain?)
Records made (Photo/slides/drawings)
Digital photos and documentation
5ii)

Statement of Significance

Scientific/Research values
The shelter has a low scientific value since research concerning both felines and eland were
covered extensively. Since the floor is made up of a flat rock, archaeological deposit exists
here.
The San believes that felines were the altered shapes of malevolent shamans that turned antisocial and posed a threat to society. Felines were believed to be shape-shifters. They could
change into any animal or a human and they could make themselves disappear. They were
feared because the San believed that lions and leopards changed into antelope and only once
the San hunter was close by they would change back into a lion and devour the San hunter.
The San also believed that witch familiars such as crows and flies “lived” under the arms of
lions at night but spied on humans and where they were moving to during day time, to inform
the lions of their whereabouts at night.
Historical value
No historical painting from the contact phase when the San met with Bantu-speakers and or
colonists are present. The historical value of the shelter is low.
Social value
It is not known whether the site was used as a shelter and the owner informed me that no
community visited the site for ritual purposes either. For these reasons the site has a low
social value.
The owner consulted with Ms. Rossouw during the survey on the possibility of erecting a
wooden sleeping verandah next to the cave and to built a fire place inside the shelter. Ms.
Rossouw informed the owner that a fire close to the rock art would lead to irreversible
damage: soot will cover the art and the heat will result in exfoliation because of the external
stress on the pigments. Secondly, the removal of top-soil in an area of 10m surrounding the
rock shelter constitutes development and direct intervention and a permit would be necessary

for this. Ms. Rossouw explained that it is illegal for people to overnight in caves or shelters
contain rock art, she also showed him Power Point Presentations on the effects that humans
had on the usage of rock art sites. The owner changed his mind and said that he did not want
to open any of the rock art sites for low-impact tourism purposes anymore.
The social value of the site is therefore low.
Aesthetic value
The only art present are monochrome images and they are hardly visible because of the bad
condition that the shelter is in. The site and art were also compromised by extensive added
graffiti in the form of white finger paintings.
5iii) Grading
SUMMARY OF THE STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
VALUE
Aesthetic
Social
Historical
Scientific
Architectural
Linguistic

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW
X
X
X
X

NONE

X
X

Grading Recommendation
The site should be graded as heritage site of grade III c or municipal/local value.
5iv) Risk Assessment
Illegal visitation, graffiti and the site being used as a kraal pose the most extensive threat to
Rock Painting Shelter No. 2. However, this visitation has occurred only in the past and access
to the farm is now well managed through a central booking system. Vegetation does not pose
an abrasion of fire threat.
5v. Conservation Management
Access Management
Access management is well controlled taken into consideration that all goes through a central
booking system. As stated earlier the owner will not open these sites as tourism destinations
and no development will take place.

Long term conservation issues

Figure No. 28: Graffiti spoils the site and its setting.

Figure No. 29: Swallows nests are present but should not be removed as this constitutes direct intervention and
a permit is necessary for this.

Figure No. 30: Dust poses a problem and a thick white-reddish dust layer has formed over the parent rock and
the art. Nothing can be done to reverse this damage.

Figure No. 31: Goat droppings are visible on the shelter floor and the site has been used previously as a live
stock shelter. The owner said he has addressed this issue.

6. Research Management
Amafa differentiates between research including direct intervention and research that does
not include direct intervention.
All applications for direct interventions such as tracing (KwaZulu-Natal is the only province
where tracing requires a permit from the provincial heritage resources agency), adaptation
(including the erection of any built environment within 10m radius of a rock art site, such as
fences, benches,
signage, visitor-book-holders and board walks), restoration (removal of graffiti less than a
100 years or any other material such as bird’s or insect’s nests and bird-droppings to return
the fabric to its original and authentic state before it was compromised) and stabilization (an
example of stabilization
includes the insertion of a drip-line at a site that will ensure the long-term conservation of the
paintings, functioning as a buffer against possible water-wash areas over rock art),
necessitates the researcher to apply to Amafa, the provincial heritage resources agency for a
permit on the South
African Heritage Resources Information System on the internet. This will also ensure that a
national data-base is kept and continued for all permit applications. This application will be
perused by the Permit Review Committee for decision.
Research that does not necessitate a permit application are educational visits to rock art sites
that includes photographic and written notification as well as sketches of rock art paintings
(not touching the art). Applicants can apply to the Rock Art Department for this purpose at
celester@amafapmb.co.za and it will go for ratification to the Deputy-Director of
Professional Services, Research and Compliance.
7. Summary of Actions for current year.
ACTION
1.

DESCRIPTION
Compile a base-line documentation
and condition assessment of the site

TIME FRAME
As soon as
possible

2.

Compile a Management Plan

3.

Compile a Statement of Significance
and do a grading recommendation
The site is not open to the public and
for this reason it is not necessary to
revise the management plan on an
annual basis. This survey was only
done for compliance purposes, since
the owner wanted to developed some
of the rock art sites, which is not the
case anymore

As soon as
possible
As soon as
possible
Done

4.

RESPONSIBILITY
Rock Art Monitor
and Senior Rock
Art Officer
Senior Rock Art
Officer
Senior Rock Art
Officer
Senior Rock Art
Officer

APPENDIX 1

Legislative Framework:
1) LEGISLATION: KWAZULU-NATAL HERITAGE ACT NO. 4 OF 2008, SECTION 36
36. General protection: Battlefield sites, archaeological sites, rock art sites, palaeontological sites, historic
fortifications, meteorite or meteorite impact sites.—(1) No person may destroy, damage, excavate, alter, write
or draw upon, or otherwise disturb any battlefield site, archaeological site, rock art site, palaeontological site,
historic fortification, meteorite or meteorite impact site without the prior written approval of the Council having
been obtained on written application to the Council.
(2) Upon discovery of archaeological or palaeontological material or a meteorite by any person, all activity or
operations in the general vicinity of such material or meteorite must cease forthwith and a person who made the
discovery must submit a written report to the Council without delay.
(3) The Council may, after consultation with an owner or controlling authority, by way of written notice served
on the owner or controlling authority, prohibit any activity considered by the Council to be inappropriate within
50 meters of a rock art site.
(4) No person may exhume, remove from its original position or otherwise disturb, damage, destroy, own or
collect any object or material associated with any battlefield site, archaeological site, rock art site,
palaeontological site, historic fortification, meteorite or meteorite impact site without the prior written approval
of the Council having been obtained on written application to the Council.
(5) No person may bring any equipment which assists in the detection of metals and archaeological and
palaeontological objects and material, or excavation equipment onto any battlefield site, archaeological site,
rock art site, palaeontological site, historic fortification, or meteorite impact site, or use similar detection or
excavation equipment for the recovery of meteorites, without the prior written approval of the Council having
been obtained on written application to the Council.
(6) (a) The ownership of any object or material associated with any battlefield site, archaeological site, rock art
site, palaeontological site, historic fortification, meteorite or meteorite impact site, on discovery, vest in the
Provincial Government and the Council is regarded as the custodian on behalf of the Provincial Government.

APPENDIX 2

2) The National Heritage Resource Act No. 25 of 1999, definition 1(d), section 35,
section 50 (heritage inspectors), and for offences and penalties, section 51
Section 35 Archaeology, palaeontology and meteorites
(1) Subject to the provisions of section 8, the protection of archaeological and palaeontological sites and
material and meteorites is the responsibility of a provincial heritage resources authority: Provided that the
protection of any wreck in the territorial waters and the maritime cultural zone shall be the responsibility of
SAHRA.
(2) Subject to the provisions of subsection (8) (a), all archaeological objects, palaeontological material and
meteorites are the property of the State. The responsible heritage authority must, on behalf of the State, at its
discretion ensure that such objects are lodged with a museum or other public institution that has a collection
policy acceptable to the heritage resources authority and may in so doing establish such terms and conditions as
it sees fit for the conservation of such objects.
(3) Any person who discovers archaeological or palaeontological objects or material or a meteorite in the
course of development or agricultural activity must immediately report the find to the responsible heritage
resources authority, or to the nearest local authority office or museum, which must immediately notify such
heritage resources authority.
(4) No person may, without a permit issued by the responsible heritage resources authority –
(a) destroy, damage, excavate, alter, deface or otherwise disturb any archaeological or palaeontological site or
any meteorite;
(b) destroy, damage, excavate, remove from its original position, collect or own any archaeological or
palaeontological material or object or any meteorite;
(c) trade in, sell for private gain, export or attempt to export from the Republic any category of archaeological or
palaeontological material or object, or any meteorite; or
(d) bring onto or use at any archaeological or palaeontological site any excavation equipment or any equipment
which assist in the detection or recovery of metals or archaeological and palaeontological material or objects, or
use such equipment for the recovery of meteorites.
Appointment and powers of heritage inspectors
50 (2) By force of this section, each member of the South African Police Services and each custom and excise
officer is deemed to be a heritage inspector.
Offences and Penalties
51 (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, any person who contravenes – (b) section 35(4) is guilty
of an offence and liable to a fine or imprisonment or both such fine and imprisonment as set out in item 2 of the
Schedule.
51 (2) The Minister, with the concurrence of the relevant MEC, may prescribe a penalty of a fine or
imprisonment for a period not exceeding six months...
51 (3)(a) The Minister or the MEC, as the case may be, may make regulations in terms of which the magistrate
of the district may – levy admission of guilt fines up to a maximum of R10 000,00 for infringement....and
(b) serve a notice upon a person who is contravening a specified provision of this Act or has not complied with
the terms of a permit issued by such authority, imposing a fine of R50,00 for the duration of the contravention,
subject to a maximum of 365 days.
Permit requirements:
What constitutes development?
Definition 1 (d)

“development” means any physical intervention, excavation or action, other than those caused by natural forces,
which may in any way result in a change of nature, appearance or physical nature of a place or influence its
stability and future well-being; including –

(a) construction, alteration, demolition, removal or change of use of a place or structure on the place,
(b) carrying out any works on or over or under the place;
(c) subdivision or consolidation of land comprising a place, including the structures of airspace;
(d) construction or putting up for display signs.
(e) any change to the natural or existing condition or topography of land;
(f) any removal or destruction of trees or removal of vegetation or topsoil.
Section 36(1) General Protection
Structures:
Any proposed demolition, addition or alteration of structures or parts thereof, which are older than 60 years,
shall be subject to the following:
(a) thirty days prior to the commencement of such a proposed activity a permit shall be applied for from Amafa.
(d) Conditions stipulated in terms of permits issued under this provision shall be of such nature so as to facilitate
the recycling of historical building materials and the revision of design proposals.
(e) Where a permit is refused, the Council shall within a three-month period give consideration to the protection
of the site in terms of one of the formal classifications provided for in section 19 to 25 (e.g. Heritage Landmark,
Provincial Landmark, Heritage Object, Heritage Conservancies, Provisional Protection or designating a suitable
buffer area as a Sensitive Site.
Heritage resources management:
(1) Any person wishing to undertake a project described in terms of the following categories:
(a) construction of a road, wall, power line, pipe line, canal or other similar form of linear development or
barrier exceeding 300m in length.
(b) construction of a bridge or similar structure exceeding 50m in length; and
(c) any development that will change the character of an area of land or water –
(i) exceeding 5 000m2 in extent;
(ii) involving three or more existing erven, or subdivisions thereof, or
(iii) involving three or more erven, or subdivisions thereof, which have been consolidated within the past five
years; or
(iv) the costs of which will exceed a sum set in terms of regulations; or
(v) any other category of development provided for regulations, shall the earliest stages of initiating
development, notify the Council of Amafa and furnish it with details regarding the location, nature and extent of
the proposed development.
(2) within 14 days of receipt of the notification the Council will notify the person that he/she must submit and
Heritage Impact Assessment Report at the cost of the person proposing the development.
(3) the HIA must include the following
(a) identification and mapping of heritage resources in the area affected;
(b) an assessment of the significance of such heritage resources
(c) an assessment of the impact of the development on the resources
(d) an evaluation of above-mentioned in relation to socio-economic benefits derived from development
(e) should heritage resources be adversely affected by the proposed development, the consideration of
alternatives; and
(f) plans for mitigation of any adverse effects during and after completion of the proposed development

(4) The HIA will be considered timeously by the Council, which shall then decide whether the proposed
development can proceed or not; whether any limitations or conditions are to be applied to the development,
what general protections apply and what formal protections can be applied to such heritage resource.

APPENDIX 3
3) Applying guidelines of the Burra Charter to Rock Art Management in South Africa
Preamble: The Burra Charter was adopted by the Australian National Committee of the International Council
on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) in 1979. Revisions were adopted in 1981, 1988 and 1999. The Burra
Charter provides guidance for the conservation and management of places with cultural significance.
Strategies: The management of rock art sites includes the following strategies: maintenance, physical
conservation as well as visitor management.
1) Maintenance According to the Burra Charter, article 1.5, maintenance can be defined as the continuous
protection of the setting, fabric and contents, distinguishing it from repair, which would indicate restoration or
reconstruction.
Maintenance includes baseline documentation, condition assessment reports and continuous monitoring (regular
inspections and the replication of recording methods). This is based on the rationale of minimum intervention
and preventative care e.g. checking that the fire breaks are carried out, removing dead wood inside caves and
rock shelter that poses a fire threat, trimming shrubs that are rubbing against rock art panels, checking that the
visitors’ infrastructure (fences, walk ways, signage) are maintained and repaired if necessary.
2) Physical conservation: According to the Burra Charter, “conservation means all the processes of looking
after a place so as to retain its cultural significance”(Article 1: Definitions 1.4) This also includes direct
intervention at a site, e.g. stabilisation, adaptation, restoration and reconstruction.
a) Stabilisation or preservation (article 1.6) can be defined as preserving what exists as it is or retarding
deterioration (not improvement) e.g. establishing a drip line, consolidation treatment to stabilise paintings and
engravings.
b) Adaptation: According to article 1.9, 1.10, 1.11, 6, 7 and 21 adaptation embodies, modifying a place to suit
compatible uses and it is acceptable where it will supplement the conservation of the place and if it does not
substantially subtract from the cultural significance of a site.
Adaptation must be limited to which is essential to allow use of the place in accordance with the Statement of
Goals and Objectives, e.g. modifying a site to allow for low impact tourism (The construction of fences,
signage, board walks, benches, etc. at rock art sites).
c) Restoration involves returning the existing fabric to a known earlier state by removing accretions without
introducing new materials (article 1.7 & 19).This can only be done if there are sufficient evidence of an earlier
state and only if removing the fabric reveals the cultural significance of the place/setting.
This process is limited to the removal of post-contact graffiti (younger than 100 years) as well as the removal of
stains caused by lichen, vascular plants and the removal of birds and insect nests obliterating the art.
d) Reconstruction: implies returning a site as near as possible to a known earlier state (article 1.8 & 20). This is
aimed at legibility as well as the aesthetic presentation of a site/artefact. New as well as old materials are used in
the process. Reconstruction must be limited to the completion of a dilapidated entity (it should not involve the
majority of the fabric).
Reconstruction is not applicable in South Africa as there are no San descendants left to renovate their rock art by
retouching original panels (It is however allowed in Australia, where the original artists are living and still paint
and renovate their art).
3) Visitor management: The management of visitors includes the employment of guides, custodians, the
development of interpretive programmes as well as the construction and maintenance of visitors’ facilities. E.g.
signs, physical barriers, walk ways, etc which correlates intrinsically with strategies related to adaptation. (See
physical conservation strategies).

